Fire
Fire - 01 - How many emergencies do you get on average each dayFire - 02 - Have any firefighters been injured if so why_
Fire - 03 - What types of equipment do you use to remove people from cars_
Fire - 04 - What do you wear to protect yourselves from fire_ - Copy
Fire - 8 What is the best thing about being a fire fighter_
Fire - 10 What’s the most common cause of fires_
Fire - 19 How do you have the courage to go into fires_
Fire - 20 How many calls do you get per day_
Fire - 21 How many prank calls do you get_
Fire - 22 How would you react if a fire was getting out of hand_
Fire - 23 What is the bravest act you have witnessed_
Fire - 24 What is your favourite part of being a fireman_
Fire - 25 Which fire has been the most dangerous and was anyone harmed_
Fire - 38 Where was the scariest fire you've been in_
Fire - 44 If there was a fire but it was quite far away, what would you do_
Fire - 45 Do you rescue animals_
Fire - 47 Do you only deal with fires_
Fire - 62 What's more dangerous_ Chip pan fires or Electrical fires_
Fire - 63 If there is a fire, what can you do to help_ - Missing
Fire - 67 What is the biggest fire you have been in_ And have you saved someone's life_
Fire - 71 What would you do if you were snowed in and there was a fire_ - Missing

Local Authority
LA - 5 For the LA to get involved how bad does the situation have to be_
LA - 6 - How many emergency plans do the council have for different things_
LA - 7 - Is it hard to prevent local emergencies such as deep snow_
LA - 9 What is the highest amount of people you can evacuate in one day_

LA - 11 Where do you go if you’re evacuated_
LA - 12 Which area of Blackburn is hit the worst by flooding
LA - 28 How much money does the Local Authority spend-áa year_
LA - 29 What do you do to prepare for bad situations_
LA - 30 - What is the rarest thing you have found during an investigation_
LA - 31 What would the procedure be if there was a major flood in our local area_
LA - 39 How do you plan out how to make emergencies less of a problem_
LA - 41 What's the biggest flood you've had to deal with_
LA - 48 How long does it take to plan for a flood_
LA - 54 Are you always prepared_ And has there ever been an emergency in which you didn't know
what to do_ - Doesn’t work
LA - 56 How many emergency plans did you make in 2015_
LA - 65 What type of emergencies do you attend to_
LA - 68 How do you find places for people to live where there is an emergency_
LA - 72 How do you help other services like the fire service_
LA - 73 How do you know when floods and snow storms are going to happen_

Police
Police - 13 Have you ever been too late for an important call_
Police - 14 How often do you train - how long did it take you to become a police man_
Police - 15 How would you deal with a situation when someone isn’t being cooperative_
Police - 16 If someone is calling the police and fails to give their address how are they tracked down_
Police - 17 What has been your scariest arrest_
Police - 18 What kind of problems are most popular in our area_
Police - 32 Who is the bravest policeman you know and why_
Police - 33 Do you have prison cells in the station_
Police - 34 How does it feel to arrest someone_
Police - 35 - How would you deal with a crime if the suspect is dead-

Police - 36 What happens if a policeman is attacked while alone_
Police - 37 What would happen if a policeman had a personal opinion about an arrest_
Police - 43 How many prank calls do you get a day_
Police - 50 What's the worst time of year to be a policeman_
Police - 53 - Do you enjoy your job even when you get abuse_
Police - 57 Why do you drive in undercover cars_
Police - 58 How do you handle people who are drunk or have weapons_
Police - 59 Do you get to arrest people, like the police_
Police - 60 Do you use dogs _ how many dog units do you have_
Police - 66 On a scale of one to ten, how hard you is your job_
Police - 69 Can you take days off for christmas, birthday, boxing day, etc. _
Police - 70 Where was the longest police chase you've been in, to and from_

Ambulance
Ambulance - 40 How often is the medical equipment checked in the ambulance_
Ambulance - 42 How many incidents did you deal with in 2015_
Ambulance - 46 Do you feel bad when you try to save someone, but do not succeed_
Ambulance - 49 What's the most dangerous rescue you've ever done_
Ambulance - 51 Is it scary when you see someone having a fit_
Ambulance - 52 What do you always carry in your ambulance_
Ambulance - 55 What are the most common incidents you have to deal with_
Ambulance - 61 What does it take to become a paramedic_
Ambulance - 64 When should you ring 999 and when should you ring the non emergency number_

